Date: 16th July 2015 At 0900

Candidate: [Redacted]

Two Examiners: Capt. Romain (from Tasi) under observation of Capt. Carlo

- What are the surveys you expected to see onboard?
- What is safety construction survey? Safety equipment survey? IOPP certificate? Full detail?
- How do you take over command?
- What are the certificates and documents do you check? Full details of all certificates and documents to be carried on board.
- How do you instruct 2nd mate to do passage plan? What are the considerations do you do?
- How do you know whether the charts are up to date and validity?
- What is notice to mariners?
- What do you have say about plotting interval in passage plan?
- What is UKC?
- How does it affect the vessel? What is squat?
- What is safety contour and safety depth?
- How do you know your ECDIS is approved type?
- What is radar blind sector and where can you find it?
- How do you know whether the radar working properly?
- What is WA line represent on a radar plot?
- Can you submerge load line? What are seasonal zones?
- Where can you find IMO visibility criteria?
- Can you submerged load line? What are seasonal zones?
- What is MSL messages?
- Inspectorate visiting ship? What is OSHMI?
- What is the relationship between port state and flag state?
- What is ISM? How does it work? Who is DPA?
- What is ISPS code? Who is SSO? How do you know which security level you are in?
- How ISPS works in Australia? What is SSP and its content? What are the security levels?
- Tell me conventions you know?
- You are in fremantle port cargo operation by ship gear, what marine orders cover that?
- What is maintenance of cargo gear?
- Where can you find it?
- What is the content of material handling register?
- During cargo operation wire break down, what is your action?
- How do you do the repair?
- Explain bunker procedure?
- Oil pollution your action?
• What are the content in the SOPEP?
• During cleaning operation C/O falls overboard on to the barge your action?
• You got a message that C/O has passed away what is your action?
• Where can you find information regarding decease seamen?
• What is MO & MN?
• What is master’s obligation?
• You in TSS and crossing Vessel on your Starboard? Who is give way and who is Stand on.
• Second mate call you restricted visibility? Your action? What is restricted visibility?
• Do you take over command? How do you do it?
• Series of situations restricted visibility, fog signals
• Crossing vessel on your port your action?
• Now same vessel on your port quarter and one vessel crossing from port another crossing from starboard? Who is give way who is stand on?
• You are in TSS manual steering when you give port helm order but helms men puts the rudder to starboard, it happened twice, What would be the likely cause? What is your action?
• What are the rest work hours? How do you know second mate fit for duty?
• What is the hand over taking over procedure?
• Steering failure your action?
• If it's gyro failure you’re your action?
• Your true course 125 and how do you apply the correction? Which course would you steer if the deviation 3 West? (There’s a chart next to me)
• You are in TSS and you are CBD and crossing tug RAM on your port side? Definition CBD?
• Cards vessel aground, anchored vessel, fishing vessel, tug and tow more than 200 m.
• He gave me a box of bouys, ask me to show cardinal marks, safe water mark, isolated danger, special mark
• What are distress signals?
• What do you do if you see one?
• What is sart?
• You got message from company regarding next employment loading salt and previous cargo potassium nitrate?
• How do you prepare the vessel?
• Where can you find the information?
• What is shipper’s declaration? Full details.
• Can you throw cargo residues overboard? Where would you record and how do you do it? Where can you find information?
• What is garbage management plan and its content?
• How do MARPOL ratified in Australia?
• What are the heavy weather preparation?
• TSS in Southern hemisphere you are in dangerous semi circle, your action?
• How do you anchor a very large vessel? What are the considerations?
• What can you say about controllable pitch propeller?
• What is dry docking procedure? How do you prepare the vessel?
• What is critical moment? Why and how does it happen?

Good luck guys. Special thanks to Amila, Glen and the guys and librarians for the support.